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Operation Deep Freeze 1979 along the George V/Adélie
margin was the first detailed marine geologic investigation
on the east antarctic continental shelf. A primary objective
of the study was to reconstruct past glacial conditions of the
area by examining glacial and glacial marine sediments
obtained in piston and trigger cores (figure). Sediments
recovered from the area include massive and stratified di-
amictons, laminated siliceous oozes, and well sorted, graded
sands. A detailed textural, mineralogic, and faunal in-
vestigation of these units resulted in several important
conclusions.

Massive diamictons contain many characteristics—
including textural and mineralogic homogeneity (Ander-
son, Kurtz, Domack and Balshaw 1980) and pebble shapes
indicative of basal transport (Domack, Anderson, and Kurtz
in press)—suggestive of basal tills. Such units are inter-
preted as basal tills derived through subglacial lodgment
(Domack eta!, in press). The widespread occurence of basal
tills on the George V/Adélie continental shelf implies that
grounded glacial ice was formerly much more extensive.

Stratified diamictons are believed to have been deposited
from floating ice shelves because they are texturally and
mineralogically heterogeneous and fossiliferous in char-
acter (Anderson et al. 1980). These units normally are
undercompacted (Anderson et al. 1980), but some are over-
compacted (Domack 1980). This suggests that grounded ice

was once present over these sites and led to the over-
compaction and partial erosion of previously deposited gla-
cial marine sediments.

The date of this glacial maximum is recorded by diatom
floras that are less than 18,000 years old (A. Combos 1980).
The diatom floras are found in siliceous oozes that overlie
basal tills and, in some instances, are found within glacial
marine units.

The high percentages of dolerite and quartz sand, garnet,
and clinopyroxene found in the diamictons correspond clo-
sely with coastal Mesozoic outcrops of Beacon sandstone
and Ferrar dolerite. These outcrops are found to the south-
east in the vicinity of the Cook Ice Shelf. Therefore,
paleo-ice flow is inferred to have been to the northwest.
Contribution of more local Precambrian crystalline rocks is
minimal. The presence of hornblende and other minerals
derived from the latter may be related to erosion and redep-
osition of glacial and glacial marine sediments deposited
locally by the Mertz and Ninnis glacier tongues. The pres-
ence of lithified diamicton clasts and their association with
finer grained diamicton units also suggests that erosion and
redeposition of older glacial and/or glacial marine sedi-
ments was occurring. The distribution of such units also
supports a northwesterly paleo-ice flow.

Retreat of the ice sheet was rapid and was associated with
widespread deposition of residual glacial marine sediments
and localized deposition of turbidite sands. The modern
sedimentologic regime is dominated by deposition of lami-
nated siliceous oozes below approximately 500 meters and
reworking of relict glacial and glacial marine sediments
above this depth. In places, palimpsest sands and muddy
sands are being produced from the relict deposits. Rafting
of debris by icebergs undoubtedly is occurring at present
(Anderson et al. in press) but is not an important sedimen-
tary agent.

In summary, the following statements can be made con-
cerning the glacial marine geology of the George V/Adélie
continental shelf, East Antarctica.
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Location of marine geologic stations occupied during Operation Deep Freeze, 1979.
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